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Breast cancer is the second most prevalent type of cancer in the world, with more than one million new cases of breast cancer diagnosed every year (World Health Organization, 2014). Men frequently provide physical and psychological care and support to their partners with breast cancer (American Cancer Society, 2014; Canadian Cancer Society’s Advisory Committee on Cancer Statistics, 2014). A diagnosis of breast cancer affects not only the women with breast cancer, but also their male partners, resulting in considerable changes to their lives (Zahlis & Lewis, 2010). How family caregivers deal with these transitions has an impact on their quality of life (Duggleby, Swindle, Peacock, & Ghosh, 2011). Significant changes or transitions are disruptive to the individual, and they often result in distress and feelings of loss (Meleis, Sawyer, Im, Hilfinger Messias, & Schumacher, 2010). Male spouses of women with breast cancer experience significant levels of distress and disruptions in their sleep, eating habits, and ability to work (Fitch & Allard, 2007). Although a growing body of literature that describes factors influencing the quality of life of male spouses exists, no published study has specifically considered how their quality of life is affected by the types of transitions that accompany caregiving for a spouse with breast cancer, as well as how they deal with these transitions.

Studies exploring the experience of male spouses of women with breast cancer suggest that they undergo multiple concurrent transitions. For example, in a qualitative study involving 48 spouses of newly diagnosed women with breast cancer, the spouses described changes in their relationships with their wives, as well as in their communication, roles, and hope (Zahlis & Lewis, 2010). Participants described how the diagnosis either brought the couple closer or made their relationship more difficult. The diagnosis also affected their communication (positively and negatively) and their physical relationship, and it changed their relationships with their children. Significant changes in relationships were also reported in other qualitative studies of male spouses of women with breast cancer (Northhouse, 1989; Zahlis & Shands, 1991).

Another transition experienced by male spouses of women with breast cancer was that of changes in roles. Following the diagnosis, male spouses often took on unfamiliar physical and caregiving tasks for their...